TIBCO EBX Insight

COURSE OVERVIEW
This course introduces the Insight add-on, which allows you to monitor your EBX application activity by attaching indicators to data assets (Data Element Concepts or D.E.C.s). Attendees learn how to configure dashboards, which display indicator results using charts and counters. They also learn how to configure watchdogs, which monitor indicators and raise alerts when results reach defined thresholds.

During hands-on labs, attendees configure and test indicators, dashboards, and watchdogs.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
- Describe the capabilities of TIBCO EBX Insight
- Create D.E.C.s
- Attach indicators to D.E.C.s
- Execute and query indicators
- Configure dashboards to display indicator results
- Monitor indicators using watchdogs

COURSE TOPICS
- TIBCO EBX Insight overview
- Configuring indicators
- Executing and querying indicators
- Fuzzy matching and survivorship
- Dashboards
- Watchdogs

COURSE PREREQUISITES
TIBCO EBX Foundations